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Introduction
The Jijuktu’kwejk River is a narrow river that runs through Miꞌkmaꞌki. Located in Kings County
it runs from Berwick to Wolfville. This river has had a troubling history surrounding agricultural
use and pollution. The goal of the Jijuktukwejk Watershed Alliance is to protect and restore this
beautiful river so that someday it will be a swimmable, fishable, healthy ecosystem. Kings
county is 212,610 hectares in size, nearly 50,000 hectares of which is farmland. Throughout
history, the river has been used heavily as a source of irrigation, and drainage. Over time these
activities have led to a watershed that has been polluted, degraded, and neglected. This has led to
the extirpation of the local Atlantic salmon population along with many other species. Due to the
history of pollution in the river, there have been negative connotations surrounding the river
among locals. One of our goals this summer was to change this view of the public's perception of
the river as “nothing more than a farm sewer” by showcasing its biodiversity and species through
social media.
Although the river suffers from erosion and pollution due to farm run-off it is still a very
productive ecosystem containing endangered species. There are also many beautiful locations on
the river and throughout its many undeveloped tributaries and wooded sections of its main stem.
The river provides productive trout fishing and holds many large Brook Trout and Brown trout.
Due to erosion much of the main stem of the river has heavily embedded sediments which
prevent native fish species from spawning in it. The tributaries of this river are its saving grace as
many of them have pristine spawning habitat for fish and good water quality which cools the
river during the summer droughts.
This year our summer students were Jonas Gow and Keeler Colton, with immense support
throughout the summer by Arianne Janes. Our main focus was on two projects, a beaver
monitoring project and a cold water refugia project, with some other smaller projects on the side
such as water quality, and looking for endangered Bank Swallows, Atlantic Salmon, and Wood
Turtles. Each week summer students would meet on the river from Monday to Wednesday to
carry out these projects and explore the watershed looking for species of interest. Between
Thursday and Friday the summer students would summarize the data and work on community
engagement through social media. All field work done this summer was either on the freshwater
portion of the river between Berwick and Kentville, or its many tributary systems such as Sharpe
Brook, Lawrence Brook, and Mill Brook. Interns spent a lot of time on the watershed this year
while walking its tributaries looking for Beaver activity and Wood Turtles. Many of these areas
were new to our summer students and many important areas were found with high biodiversity.
Interns canoed the entire freshwater portion of the river from Berwick to Kentville while looking
for stream outflows for cold water refugia, Wood Turtles, and Bank Swallow nesting sites. This
two day trip gave interns great appreciation for the river and understanding of the degradation it
faces. Extended information on bird surveys and riparian assessments can be found in Appendix
A and B. For more information regarding projects please email: Keelercolton@gmail.com or
Gow.jonas@gmail.com
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Summer Research

Bank swallows
Bank Swallows (Riparia Riparia) are a species of endangered swallow that inhabits the
Jijuktu’kwejk Watershed. These were first seen by a summer student in 2020 near the town of
Berwick. These swallows nest in the watershed along banks or small cliffs with overhanging
ledges. This summer the interns had more sightings which led them to look for nesting locations.

(Bank Swallow Riparia riparia spotted on Country Home Road)

Sightings coordinates
Waterville sewage treatment N45° 03.517' W64° 40.083'
9 Bank swallows were observed in the evening above the Waterville sewage treatment facility
feeding above a large pool on the Jijuktukwejk river. No nesting sites were identified in the
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immediate area. This area has mixed vegetation with some large trees on the south bank,
dominantly Reed canary grass in the immediate riparian zone.
Country Home Road Stream N45° 03.658' W64° 40.855'

N45° 03.367' W64° 40.396'

7 Bank swallows were observed on two occasions on the same day a few hours apart. This area
is quite densely wooded with alders. This location was only 0.5 km from the previous sighting at
the Waterville sewage treatment plant, so it is possible these are the same swallows observed in
two different locations.
Berwick sewage treatment N45° 03.260' W64° 43.801'
10 Bank swallows were observed by summer interns during their paddle down the river.
Swallows were seen for approximately 100 meters, just downstream from the Berwick sewage
treatment facility. The riparian zone here consisted mainly of grasses with few trees. Sparse
willows, Alders, and Manitoba maple.

Lovett Road cow pasture N45° 05.081' W64° 34.228'
20 swallows were observed downstream from the bridge on Lovett Road in Coldbrook. Again,
these were observed by summer interns during their paddle downstream. These swallows were
observed for many minutes along a stretch of river approximately 0.5 km long. This area
consisted mainly of cow pasture, and open fields with little tree growth.

Areas without nests
Although no nesting locations were found, large areas have been checked off as having no
breeding activity. These areas include the entire riverbank from the Berwick fire hall to Miners
Marsh in Kentville, points N45° 03.253' W64° 44.344' to N45° 04.817' W64° 29.708'.
Waterville treatment area N45° 03.509' W64° 39.995'
This area was explored due to the abundance of sightings in the area. Sewage treatment ponds
provide ideal habitat for many insects that Bank swallows eat. It's likely that this is the reason so
many have been seen in the vicinity of the treatment plant. Both sand banks behind the 1st and
second lagoon were checked. No nesting sites, or areas that would be likely to be used for
nesting were identified, leading interns to believe this is just a feeding ground for the swallows.
Seven bridges sandpits N45° 04.694' W64° 33.347'
Two Sand pits in the Seven Bridges area were identified as possible breeding habitats for Bank
swallows which lead interns to go and explore the area. Both ended up not being suitable for
Bank swallow nesting. Both had little to no solid banks where nests could be made. The smaller
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of the two was very active and Interns did not explore this area in depth but It's unlikely that
swallows would take to nesting in such a busy area.
Coldbrook provincial park sandpit N45° 04.720' W64° 32.617'
Within Coldbrook provincial park there is a medium-sized sandpit that is no longer operational.
Since Bank Swallows had been observed nearby, it was possible they could be nesting in the
sandpit within the park. Upon examination of the sandpit, interns determined it did not provide
any suitable habitat for Bank swallows. Sandbanks were not very stable and the pit is heavily
used by off-road vehicles.

Turtle nesting
There are three species of turtle that occupy the Jijuktu’kwejk Watershed, the eastern Painted
turtle (Chrysemys picta), the Common Snapping turtle (Chelydra serpentina), and the Wood
Turtle (Glyptemys insculpta). All three of these turtles are considered species at risk with the
Wood turtle being listed as endangered in Nova Scotia. Turtle nests are predated heavily on in
Nova Scotia and the Jijuktu’kwejk watershed is no exception. The vast majority of nesting sights
found this summer had been unearthed by raccoons, skunks, and foxes. Urbanization and
agriculture have also encroached upon valuable habitat and nesting locations. All of the nesting
locations known from this summer and last have been found in sandpits, driveways, and gravel
parking lots. While these areas might provide perfect nesting sediments and conditions for these
turtles they are all heavily used by humans for construction purposes. Six nests this summer were
destroyed due to construction and sediment transportation. Unfortunately, nothing can be done
about the destruction of these nests as the turtles are laying in active work sites, and the
companies have no choice but to carry on as usual.
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(Female Snapping turtle laying at Richie Pit nesting location)

Laying Locations and Community Assistance
In the summer of 2020, Snapping turtle nesting sites were identified in Kentville in two
locations. This year these sites were revisited while laying was taking place. Summer students
reached out to some of these employees requesting that all turtles found laying would be
photographed and sent to us for examination. There were a total of seven adult Snapping Turtles
spotted by summer students and an additional eight found by people working at the public works
department. When talking to some of the workers it was evident that previous summers had
Wood Turtles nesting in this area. Viewer accounts described turtles with a tortoise-like shell,
and red limbs and head. We asked in the future to take photographs of these described turtles but
unfortunately, none were seen this summer. While interns worked on our public engagement
through the social media app Instagram, they had asked followers to notify them if they had seen
any turtle nesting activity. We had a number of people contact interns for Wood Turtle sightings
however none were within the reach of the Jijuktu’kwejk Watershed and were mostly located in
Annapolis County.
We would like to give a huge thank you to the Kentville public works department as they were
very helpful and vital in identifying laying areas for all turtle species. We strongly suggest future
JWA members to reach out to the public works folks for information. We would also encourage
future summer students to reach out via social media for nesting locations.
New Sites from 2021
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This year there were two new major laying sites discovered. The first laying site found was in the
Coldbrook Provincial Park region. This location had been visited in the past when looking for
nesting activity to no avail. This year we asked the public works department if they had ever seen
nesting at this location. They told our interns that Painted Turtles had been seen laying on the
gravel road in years past. Here they found a nest on the gravel path parallel to the sandpit. It was
unsure if these nests belonged to Painted Turtles or Snapping Turtles but it was assumed that the
majority of nests were Painted Turtles due to the high abundance of the species at the Seven
Bridges ponds closeby. This location was found in early August after the laying season.
The second nest site discovered this year was near the Waterville sewage treatment plant. This
was found while looking for Bank Swallow nesting sites. There were four nests found in total on
a gravel road all of which were unearthed by predators. These nests were likely from snapping
turtles due to the large holes and tracks present on the sandbanks. All nests were in close
proximity to the waypoint given.
Threats
The major threats to these nesting sites would be predation from raccoons, foxes, and skunks,
and damage done by vehicles and construction. As previously mentioned, all laying sites were
either on construction roads or in active sand pits. Aside from construction vehicles, many ATV
tracks were also scattering the laying areas. Interns discussed the possibility of the installation of
nesting boxes to reduce predation which may be an idea for a future project. This summer we
installed trail cams in the Richie Pit laying location and found many raccoons digging up the
nests in view. There was also a fox den in the Richie Pit that presumably predated upon the
nests.
For information on precise laying location please contact Keelercolton@gmail.com
Wood turtles
Wood Turtles (Glyptemys insculpta) are an endangered species in Nova Scotia. These turtles
inhabit the Jijuktukwejk Watershed however there have been very few sightings in the last ten
years. This year our summer interns looked into past Wood turtle sightings and talked to
community members who had seen them in locations that were previously unidentified. They
also reached out through social media to ask anyone who sees a Wood Turtle to please take a
photograph and to send GPS coordinates if possible.
In late June interns met with Perry Munroe, a talented individual who used to do conservation
work on the Jijuktukwejk in the 70s-80s. They asked him about where he had seen Wood Turtles
in the past and he said that in 2018 he saw one on Tupper Brook behind Scotian Gold (N45°
04.203' W64° 34.579' ). This led them to check out the area which proved to be excellent habitat
for Wood Turtles and other aquatic reptiles and amphibians. One of this year's sightings came
from our summer student Keeler Colton on June 25. A young Wood Turtle was seen entering the
water beside the bridge running over Tupper Brook in Coldbrook Provincial Park (N45° 04.662'
W64° 32.636). Unfortunately, no photos were taken for this sighting. On June 27, an Instagram
follower reported a Wood Turtle between Lovett Road and Miners Marsh Kentville (N45°
05.004' W64°r 33.948'). This was relatively close to the previous sighting on Tupper Brook and
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was backed up by a video with the viewer describing the find. Unfortunately, the video quality
was not high enough to fully determine the species but based on the description and wealth of
knowledge by this observer the observation was worth investigating. Inters thoroughly searched
this area while canoeing through this part of the river with no luck. Some additional Wood Turtle
sightings were sent to us by Instagram followers however these were in Annapolis County
outside of the Watershed. Other past sightings were brought to light by the Kentville Public
Works Department however, they did not give enough detail to investigate the area further.
We suggest future summer students walk the Tupper Brook stream from Scotian Gold to the
highway overpass near Leon's Furniture in the spring and early summer. This area is where most
prior sightings in the watershed have been found as well as this year's evidence. Earlier searching
efforts before foliage takes over the banks could provide much easier walking and viewing
opportunities. This area has not been disturbed by agriculture or human impacts in many years
and provides excellent Wood Turtle habitat.

Beaver Dam Monitoring Project
It is widely believed that Beavers are bad for rivers and the biodiversity in an ecosystem. This is
in part due to the negative view they have in the public's eye of being destructive pests. Because
of the negative effects human-made dams have had throughout history, it is often assumed that
any dam will have the same effect be it natural or man made. This is simply not true and it is
very rare that a Beaver dam causes more harm than good from an ecological standpoint. In the
Jijuktu'kwejk River, Beaver dams have been observed in the past but they never last too long due
to the high water flooding that occurs during fall and spring. Water is constantly passing through
beaver dams, and fish are able to pass them at most water levels. Fish can also pass by squeezing
through openings within the dam wall. Beaver dams provide much better fish passage than
human made fish passage methods within dams. Summer Interns observed 3 anadromous fish
species this year above beaver dams on Sharpe brook, which contains a series of beaver dams
and lodges. The Alewife (Alosa pseudoharengus), American shad (Alosa sapidissima), and searun brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis) were all observed in this brook at a point above five large
dams.
Beaver dams have a positive effect on the body of water, and the water quality itself. When a
Beaver dam is built, flow is slowed down greatly above the dam, and a deep area begins to form,
referred to as a Beaver pond. Beavers will also aid in the deepening of the pond by digging out
parts of the bank and stream bed. These Beaver ponds provide valuable habitat for the rearing of
young salmonids. Slow deep water provides shelter from predators, cold water upwelling, and
protection during flooding events. Young fish can be easily swept away with high water events
which are becoming increasingly more aggressive with climate change. Dams also play a large
role in repairing deeply eroded stream banks. Dams collect sediment over time which speeds up
the process of bank rebuilding after heavy incisment. Sediment that flows through is trapped in
the pond providing a nutrient rich food source for juvenile fish. Frog and toad populations can
benefit from these ponds because they provide a safer area for larvae to mature. Beaver dams and
ponds can act as a filter for water, removing sediment and silt that may degrade downstream
habitat. A study conducted in Wyoming showed that sediment loads were decreased by as much
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as 90% after flowing through an area with well developed riparian habitat and Beaver dams
(FISHBIO Fisheries Research Monitoring and Conservation). Dams can also clean the water of
some toxins that may be introduced through farming along the watercourse. Toxins are
metabolized and decomposed by the bacteria in the cellulose-rich bottom of a beaver dam area
before getting the chance to reach the main watercourse of a river.
This summer the JWA started a Beaver dam monitoring project in which areas with Beaver dams
were compared to areas without in the watershed. The goal of this project was to assess the
overall biodiversity and health of these ecosystems to see if the presence/absence of Beavers was
beneficial to the ecosystem. This was done with the end goal being the installation of Beaver
dam analog structures in areas facing low biodiversity due to degraded banks and poor water
quality. We used biodiversity, riparian health, and water quality as a metric of whether or not our
sites were healthy while taking invasive species into account. This summer we chose six sites,
three with Beaver dams and three without. Surveys were done on each site within a site reach of
200 meters. For sites with dams, this was 100 meters above and below the dam whereas for sites
lacking Beavers this was 200 meters downstream of the starting point. There was careful
consideration given to each site. These sites were intended to be comparable to one another by
selecting areas with similar characteristics both physically and geographically. Each site chosen
was in a waterway capable of housing beavers on a similar low gradient stream. The health and
biodiversity of these sites were assessed by aquatic invertebrate surveys, bird surveys, fish
surveys, water quality, temperature monitoring probes, and riparian health assessments.
Beaver Dam Analog Structures
A beaver dam analog structure or BDA is a manmade structure that is built to mimic the
structure of a Beaver dam. They also create suitable habitat for beavers, providing deep water
habitat that will reduce predation. BDAs are used to achieve a variety of restoration goals in
watersheds. They are cost effective, and less intrusive to the watercourse than other restoration
methods. Most designs utilize some sort of wooden post that is driven into the stream bed and
further up onto the bank spaced a couple feet apart. Branches are then weaved through these
posts in such a manner that water is still able to pass through while slowing flow enough to
collect sediment. Willow trees are most commonly used as the weaving material. One of the
biggest mistakes that is made when constructing a BDA is over building the structure as they are
meant to be a means for beaver dam encouragement as opposed to dams themselves. It is also
worth noting that one BDA does not serve much purpose, and once an area is chosen for
restoration a complex of BDAs must be constructed, thus providing a large safe habitat that will
promote Beavers to move into the area. In many cases, beavers will start using BDAs as if they
were their own dams. The goal this summer for our interns was to identify areas that would
benefit from the installation of BDAs. The areas identified that would benefit from the presence
of BDA’s or Beaver activity are the North Bishop non-beaver site, the Willow Ave site, and
several areas up and down stream on the same system. Coleman Brook was also identified as an
area that would benefit from beavers and their structures. These areas were chosen as sites in our
monitoring project to assess the likelihood of BDA success in these areas. It was determined by
our interns that beavers sustaining a dam or many dams on the main stem of the river was
unlikely due to the extremely high floods in the spring and during high water events which could
easily blow out a beaver dam. For this reason it was also determined that Beaver dam analogs
would not be effective on the main stem but instead in the tributaries. There have been Beaver
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dams constructed in the past on the main stem however none lasted more than one season. Loss
of spawning habitat for fish is a problem on the river. Because of this we see it being more
beneficial for the construction of BDA’s on the tributaries with less embedded sediments. The
tributaries generally have less aggressive flooding than the main stem and have more realistic
flows suitable for Beavers. One issue when looking for BDA locations along tributaries in need
of restoration is the presence of suitable forage and building material for beavers. For this reason
careful consideration was given to potential BDA sites.

Sites
The three sites with no Beaver dams chosen for this project were named North Bishop Road (Site
#5), Cambridge Road (Site #4), and Willow Ave (Site #6). The three Beaver dam sites were
called Eden Valley (Site #3), Sharpe Brook (Site #2), and Tupper Brook (Site#1). These sites
were chosen specifically to be related to one another along similar gradients. Some sites such as
Eden Valley, and North Bishop were in slightly more urban settings than the others; however
they still possessed the same physical characteristics making them capable of housing Beavers.
All non-dam sites were in locations where Beavers were currently present or were present in the
past which was assessed from old lodges and gnawed tree stumps. Although some of these nondam sites had Beavers moving through them, there were no dams present within the site reach.
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Tupper Brook

Tupper Brook is a small tributary of the Jijuktu’kwejk River that empties into the main stem in
Kentville. This tributary has been heavily impacted by Beavers with many dams and lodges
throughout its lower reaches. This has increased braiding in the tributary with many flows
running through flooded riparian zones with organic matter as its main substrate. Because some
of these braids are recent results of Beaver activity, the site was based on an area that had been
engineered purely through the beavers' influence on the area. This separates this site from the
others as it does not have a long lasting stream bed with mineral sediments. Instead, most of the
sediment on the bottom of this stream is dead plant matter and decomposing woody debris. This
drastically changes the aquatic invertebrate life in this site due to its slow flow and lack of rocky
habitat. This site was chosen because of its accessibility and its representation of many areas on
the Jijuktu’kwejk with high Beaver activity and influence. The surroundings of this site are large
floodplains containing many bird species, amphibians, and turtles. This site has little human
disturbance due to its large floodplain.
Sharpe Brook
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Sharpe Brook is a cold spring creek that runs through Cambridge into the main stem of the river.
This stream is the highest gradient site in our project however it is still relatively slow moving
and braided. This stream has seven active dams in its lower regions near the main stem of the
river. Our site was centralized around one large dam that didn't meet with another for its entire
reach of 100 meters on either side. This area has high Beaver populations with over three active
lodges in the last 3 kilometers of its run. The substrate consists of gravel, cobble, and sand. This
stream is used by many fish species for spawning due to the excellent substrate. Besides a trail
running along it, this site has no human caused disturbances and was chosen due to its high
population of Beavers and central location on the river.
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Eden valley

Eden Valley is named after the large poultry processing plant it is adjacent to. This site has been
heavily influenced by human disturbances. The upper reaches of the site above the dam in focus
had been straight ditched at some point in time for agricultural purposes. The dam is also
underneath a small bridge that is frequented by the inhabitants of the local neighborhood.
Despite the urban setting of this site, Beavers are prevalent and thriving in this small stream. This
stream flows out of Caribou bog and meets up with Grafton Brook which is the main headwater
for the Jijuktu’kwejk River. This site was chosen due to its beaver presence despite its urban
setting to compare to other non-dam sites with high influence from agriculture.

Willow Ave
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Willow Avenue is a stretch of the Jijuktu’kwejk River that runs through Berwick. This area of
the river is located directly below the meeting of the headwaters and is comparable in size to
Sharpe Brook. The riparian zone of this area was previously used for agriculture but has since
grown up with reed canary grass and sedges. The banks of this site are heavily incised and
eroded with bottom substrate consisting of sand, clay, and gravel. This site was chosen as a no
dam area due to its need for restoration and as a possible candidate for BDA’s. There have also
been beaver sightings in this area in the summer of 2020.
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North Bishop

The North Bishop site is centered 200 meters downstream from the bridge overtop of Lawrence
Brook on North Bishop Road. This tributary is part of the Lawrence Brook system, one of the
largest tributaries of the Jijuktu’kwejk River. This surrounding area is cattle pasture with many
alders and willows on the banks. Despite its heavy use in crop irrigation, this brook is not
frequently disturbed by humans aside from cattle grazing. The substrate of this area is primarily
made of sand. Upstream from this site's reach is a wooded area with intact stream banks. This
area is a perfect habitat for beavers with abundant forage opportunities. This site was chosen as a
no dam area due to its similarity to the beaver dam sites and its potential for BDA installation in
the future.
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Cambridge Road

The Cambridge Road site is located on Cambridge Road. This habitat is adjacent to crop fields
but has a good buffer with a wide flood plain and desirable deep rooted vegetation. The sediment
in this site is made up of mud, sand, and gravel. This site was chosen due to the presence of a
Beaver lodge on its banks within our site reach as well as being in need of some restoration.
After searching both up and downstream no dams were encountered leading us to believe that
Beavers are capable of daming this area under the right conditions.

Aquatic Invertebrate surveys
Aquatic invertebrate surveys are one of the many ways we determine the health of a certain
stretch of water. The main three groups of invertebrates we look at are mayflies, caddisflies, and
stoneflies. Some invertebrates tolerate pollutants while others don't. Identifying which kinds of
invertebrates you've found can suggest good or bad water quality. Higher abundance and
diversity in species of aquatic invertebrates generally means better water quality, while low
diversity and sparse numbers would usually suggest poorer water quality.
The aquatic invertebrate surveys done this summer used the EPT Index.
https://www.wcc.nrcs.usda.gov/ftpref/wntsc/strmRest/wshedCondition/EPTIndex.pdf?fbclid=Iw
AR0S-6M0bzjWTaKv3c86FPsFbn3oJh10hR5ma8E5u-r-2aTqP0m-o2odv5Q
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The EPT Index is a method of sampling and assessing the health of water quality in a system by
looking at the diversity in the Ephemeroptera (mayflies), Plecoptera (stoneflies), and Trichoptera
(caddisflies). The EPT index goes off the premise that higher water quality will correlate with
greater species richness. Generally speaking, all of these invertebrates are sensitive to pollution,
although some more than others. Stoneflies, Mayflies, and Caddisflies are sampled because they
contain a wide range pollution sensitive species that inhabit most water systems. Additionally,
they are the most common families of aquatic invertebrates to be encountered in streams and
brooks. These three families were collected at each site and overall diversity was collected to
determine stream health.
When surveying the sites students used a kick net to thoroughly sweep the area. Next, they
would turn over stones and debris to hand-pick specimens. After two sweeps had been done
through a site reach, aquatic vegetation would be sifted along the banks to ensure no species
were missed. It was decided that no time limit would be placed on the surveys as we intended on
getting as many species at each site as possible. Once collected, invertebrates were sorted into
clear trays by family. Once sorted they were again sorted by species with the aid of microlens
cameras and magnifying glasses. Data was then taken on species diversity and abundance. We
decided to only use diversity as a metric for stream health due to the guidelines of the EPT index.
Aquatic invertebrate survey results at Beaver and non - beaver sites
Site name

Date

Eden valley
B

06\21\2021 7

4

0

11

Sharpe brook
B

07\12\2021 6

7

3

16

Tupper brook 07\20\2021 2
B

1

0

3

Willow Ave
NB

06\21\2021 2

4

1

7

Cambridge
Rd. NB

08\09\2021 2

3

0

5

North
bishop NB

19/07\2021 7

4

0

11

•
•

B - Beaver area
NB - Non beaver area

Mayflies (# of Caddisflies (# of Stoneflies (# of Total
sp. found)
sp. found)
sp. found)
score
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When surveying these sites there were many species of aquatic invertebrates besides the three
families of the EPT found. These included scuds, water beetles, snails, and leeches. In areas with
poor water quality and low flows, there was an abundance of leeches and snails with little
presence of any EPT’s. The sites with the greatest diversity of EPT’s generally coincided with
having low turbidity and presence of gravel and cobblestones. The least common family we
found in the Jijuktu’kwejk watershed was the Stoneflies. Most sites contained no Stoneflies at all
and the most species found at one site was 3. Most of the Stoneflies on the river were Giant
Black Stoneflies (Pteronarcys), a species of Stonefly that is very sensitive to pollution. Both
Caddisflies and Mayflies were common throughout the watershed.
Overall beaver sites had an average EPT diversity score of 10 while the no dam sites had a score
of 7.7. The ETP index classifies the health of systems with scores of 7-13 as “Fair” however, the
scoring system in the index is based on eastern American streams with scores relating to
predetermined invertebrate tests in relation to water quality. Tupper Brook, and Cambridge Road
both had scores of “Poor” water quality, while Sharpes Brook had a score of “Good” water
quality. There was some discrepancy between the beaver sites as they included both the best and
worst scores. Tupper Brook was the only site that had a substrate containing mostly dead plant
matter as it was recently rerouted by beavers. The ETP score correlates with its lack of habitat
for these aquatic invertebrates as there were only two species of Mayfly and one Species of
Caddisfly found. The bulk of invertebrates found at the Tupper Brook site were species of
leeches, snails, and water boatmen. The Cambridge site also had a low score of 5. This reflected
farm runoff that was prominent in the area as well as lack of habitat. Most of the substrate
making up the Cambridge site was mud. Originally it was thought that there were some areas in
the site with loose cobble however it was found that this was no more than the result of an old
bridge with all hard instream substrates being made up of old cement and concrete.

Water Quality at beaver and non - beaver areas
Water quality testing was carried out on August 4 2021 at all sites. Water quality was tested by
use of the HANAH probe which tests for Total dissolved solids (ppm), conductivity (µS), Ph,
and temperature.
Date : 08\04\2021
Location

Total dissolved solids
(PPM)

Conductivity
(µS)

pH

Temperature

Eden valley. B

154

307

6.97 16.2

Sharpe brook. B

58

112

7.05 15.2

Tupper brook. B

87

162

6.62 18.2

Willow Ave. NB

184

367

7.54 18.2

20

Cambridge Rd. NB

137

277

7.26 18.1

North Bishop Rd.
NB

130

261

7.59 17.7

Overall, Willow Ave held the least favourable water quality across the board. There was a
correlation between high total dissolved solids and Conductivity being found near the headwaters
of the river, something that has been reflected in all water quality taken throughout the river and
other projects. The beaver sites also contained the lowest measurements in PH with the highest
being 7.05 and the lowest being 6.62. Despite the relative proximity to each other, Cambridge
Road and North Bishop Road sites had a surprising amount of variation in water quality for two
sites on the same tributary. North Bishop Road had the highest PH with a reading of 7.59, a stark
difference from Cambridge Roads reading of 7.26 just a few kilometers upstream. The beaver
sites had better water quality overall, however all sites other than Sharpe brook had water quality
that was far from perfect.

Riparian Health
Riparian health assessments are another way to assess the health of a stretch of water. The banks
and immediate area around a river or stream are extremely important to the health of the
watercourse. There are favorable and unfavorable sorts of vegetation and growth, and quality of
riparian zones is measured by abundance and density of preferred species of plants, and the
condition and utilization from animals of these plants. In many cases, the riparian zone may get
quite a good score while water quality isn't favourable. Riparian health is not as good of an
indicator of water quality as it is a general idea of how well the area is regenerating. This
summer, interns used the riparian health assessment model from Cows and Fish
http://www.bcac.bc.ca/sites/bcac.localhost/files/ardcorp_secure_pages/Riparian%20Mgmt%20W
orkbook.pdf
For more information regarding this health assessment please see Appendix B. It is worth noting
that this riparian health assessment is designed for streams and rivers on the Canadian West
Coast. Because of this, there were certain criteria that were not displayed in our local watershed
such as western species presence. However, our interns tailored this worksheet to be more fitting
for the native plant species in Nova Scotia. Sections of the worksheet would ask for invasive and
native species with deep-rooted vegetation, with the assessment asking for the presence or lack
of certain species not found on the Jijuktu’kwejk River. To combat this we instead looked for
deep-rooted native species that we believed to be beneficial to the river banks such as alders.
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Location

Date

Eden valley B

07\19\2021 31

55% - 60% Unhealthy/Healthy with
problems

Sharpe brook B

07\19\2021 46

80% - Healthy

Tupper brook B

07\20\2021 48

85% - Healthy

Willow Ave. NB

07\19\2021 21

30% - 40% Unhealthy

North bishop Rd.
NB

07\18\2021 33

60% - 65% Healthy with problems

Cambridge Rd. NB 07\20\2021 38

65% - 70% Healthy with problems

•
•

Numeric
Score

Percentage score

B - Beaver area
NB - Non beaver area

Beaver sites had overall better riparian health than no dam sites with an average score of 41.7,
while no dam sites had an average score of 30.7. Low scores were the result of areas with high
erosion, abundant invasive species, lack of deep-rooted vegetation, and an inability for streams to
access their floodplain. Although overall Beaver sites had high scores, Eden Valley had a
relatively low score of 31 placing it in between unhealthy and healthy with problems. This was
the result of its urban setting and historical alteration by farmland. Although there was an
abundance of alders and other preferred vegetation on the flooded side of the dam, the
downstream portion was incised and covered with invasive Reed Canary Grass.
Although most of the watershed faces problems surrounding erosion and farm runoff, the
riparian zone is relatively intact. This is due to the wide natural floodplain of the river and its low
gradient tributaries that prevent agricultural use near its banks. Although the riparian zones may
be intact, there are many incised regions such as Willow Ave that only have floodplain access
during high flooding events in early spring.

Temperature Loggers
The temperature at these sites was monitored by HOBO Onset Temperature probes from July 22
to August 4. This was done to compare the average temperatures of the Beaver dam sites and the
non-dam sites. These loggers were attached to the underside of cinder blocks and set to take
temperature readings in celsius every hour. Each cinder block in a non-dam location was placed
in the middle of the site and in the middle of the stream. Each Beaver dam temperature logger
was placed 30 meters below each dam at the outflow. Originally there were going to be loggers
placed on both sides of the dam however, after testing temperatures it was found that water on
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either side of the dam was the same temperature when either going through the dam or going out
of the dam.
Below are the graphs relating to each site with their average water temperatures. Take note that
some graphs such as the North Bishop site are skewed. This was due to sediment momentarily
covering the loggers after rain events which display lower water temperatures than what was
present.

(Sharpes Brook Average 16.13)

(Tupper Brook Average 18.15)

23

(Willow Ave Average 18.65)

(North Bishop Average 17.03 (Not accurate was buried in sand). Average before sand burying
18.03)

24

(Eden Valley Average 18.01)

(Cambridge Road Average 17.33)

The six loggers were retrieved on August 4. During the duration of their installation, some
loggers were checked on and cleaned due to the sandy substrate they were placed on. Willow
Ave and North Bishop had both been buried at different points in their monitoring process.
Willow ave in particular was buried 12 inches under the substrate due to a large rain event. This
accounts for the low readings during the first few days of its installation. North bishop began
sinking in the substrate in the last few days of the monitoring process giving skewed data. For
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this reason, the average temperature of its installation prior to this event will be used in this
project.
Sharpes Brook displayed the coldest temperatures throughout the monitoring with an average of
16.13 degrees. These temperatures are perfect for native fish species and aquatic invertebrates.
The warmest temperatures were found at Willow Ave with average water temperatures of 18.65
and peak water temperatures of over 23 degrees. These conditions are lethal to native trout and
other fish species. Both Tupper Brook and Eden valley had higher than expected temperatures of
18.15 and 18.01. Cambridge Road was predicted to have some of the highest temperatures in the
study but surprisingly had the second lowest average water temperature of all sites of 17.33
degrees.
Overall the average water temperature for the Beaver dam sites was colder than the no-dam sites.
The average temperature for a Beaver dam site was 17.43 degrees whereas the non-dam sites had
an average temperature of 18.0. The only reason the Beaver dams sites were on average colder is
due to the exceptionally cool temperature of the Sharpe Brook site. The other Beaver dam sites
did not have notably lower water temperatures as expected. This could be at fault of the limited
amount of loggers used in this study and the varied depths at which they were placed. It is also
worth noting that some dam locations had large flooded planes spanning shallow areas that
pooled and were warmed by the sun thus increasing the temperature. When judging whether or
not Beaver dams areas have cooler water than non-dam areas we suggest having more sites to
sample from and a greater number of temperature monitors to be spread throughout each reach.

Bird Surveys
Bird surveys were completed twice at each site by John Brazner. These surveys were done by
standing in location for 10 minutes and recording all bird songs heard. Two surveys were done at
each site on different dates during the breeding season. These surveys were then compiled in
Ebird where data was taken into Excel. Bird surveys were done to get a comparable metric of
average abundance and biodiversity at each site. The average abundance and diversity of species
was then used to see if sites with active Beaver dams provided better habitat for bird species.
The figure below shows the average biodiversity and abundance of each site over two surveys
completed on 21/06/2021 and 28/06/2021 with the Tupper Brook site being surveyed on
8/06/2021 and 28/06/2021.
•
•

B - Beaver area
NB - Non beaver area
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Site

Dates of Bird
Survey

Average Bird Species
Richness

Average Bird
Abundance

Eden Valley. B

21/06/2021 &
28/06/2021

13

32.5

Tupper Brook. B

8/06/2021 &
28/06/2021

23.5

40

Sharpe’s Brook.
B

21/06/2021 &
28/06/2021

23

40

North Bishop.
NB

21/06/2021 &
28/06/2021

13.5

25

Willow Ave. NB

21/06/2021 &
28/06/2021

12

22.5

Cambridge Road. 21/06/2021 &
NB
28/06/2021

13

20.5

Overall the Beaver sites had an average of 19.8 bird species per site, and an average abundance
of 37.5 birds per site. The non-beaver sites had an average of 12.8 species per site and an average
abundance of 22.7 individuals per site. It is worth noting that due to the presence of beavers it is
more likely that the site would be less disturbed thus increasing habitat for bird species. Both
Tupper Brook and Sharpe Brook had the highest diversity of species and abundance while
Willow Ave and Cambridge Road had the least amount of species and abundance.

Fish surveys
Fish were surveyed at each site by visual observation, snorkeling, and angling efforts with the
goal of assessing biodiversity in each site. Abundance was not recorded as some sites had
conditions suited for visual observation while others did not. Minnow traps and nets were used in
some sites such as North Bishop and Tupper Brook. Some sites such as Sharpe’s Brook and
Willow Ave had invasive Chain Pickerel which were not included in this survey as they are not
native species. Brown Trout, although not a native species, were included in this survey as they
require very similar conditions to native Brook Trout and are sensitive to water quality. Angling
efforts were done throughout the summer when conditions allowed. Some streams were fished
more frequently than others for recreational purposes. Because of this, some streams such as
Cambridge Road were only fished on one occasion due to the cloudy water and poor conditions.
Although the results may be affected by the angling efforts, many of these species were
prominent through most of the watershed. Streams on the north side of the river are connected to
the Lawrence brook system. These areas include the Cambridge Road site, and the North Bishop
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site. This system has no spawning habitat for anadromous species such as Gaspereau and
American Shad due to the muddy bottom thus it was the same to assume that these species were
not present at these two sites. All angling survey efforts were also done within the reach zone of
the Beaver dam/no dam sites.
•
•

B - Beaver area
NB - Non beaver area

Site
Sharpe’s
Brook. B

Tupper
Brook. B

Eden Valley.
B

Fish Species Found

Total Species
Richness
10

Gaspereau, Brook trout, Brown trout, Atlantic Salmon,
American Shad, White sucker, Nine Spined Stickleback,
Black nosed dace, American Eel, creek chub

6
Brook trout, Brown trout, American Eel, Nine spined
stickleback, Black nosed dace, White Sucker
5
Brook trout, Brown trout, Nine spined stickleback, Black
nosed Dace, White sucker
4

Cambridge
Road. NB
Willow Ave.
NB

Brook trout, Brown trout, Nine spined stickleback, White
Sucker
5
Brook trout, Brown trout, White sucker, Stickleback,
Black Nosed dace
6

North Bishop. Brook trout, Brown trout, White sucker, Stickleback,
NB
Black Nosed dace, American Eel

On average it was found that sites containing Beaver dams had a greater diversity of fish species.
Dam sites had an average of 7 fish species per site while no dam sites had an average of 5
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species per site. Some habitats in Beaver dam sites such as Sharpe Brook provide more desirable
habitat for fish species due to water quality and in stream structure. The Lawrence Brook system
has less favourable habitat due to lack of shade and use in agriculture/irrigation which increases
water temperatures and embedded sediments. The highest diversity was seen at Sharpe Brook
where 10 species of fish were found. The lowest diversity was seen at Cambridge Road. This
was reflected in the typically turbid waters which made snorkeling impossible and less optimal
fishing conditions due to algal blooms.

Results
Both Beaver dam sites and no dam sites were assessed for overall health by the following
measures: Aquatic invertebrate surveys, general water quality, riparian health assessments, longterm temperature monitoring, bird surveys, and fish surveys. This project was done to find
whether Beaver dam areas had greater biodiversity and stream health than areas without dams.
All of this was done in preparation for Beaver dam analogs as well as looking for candidate sites
for their installation. The results found that Beaver dam sites had greater health and biodiversity
on average in every metric measure of which health and biodiversity was assessed. Notebly
Sharpes Brook had the best scores in every survey completed. Willow Ave had the lowest scores
across the parameters it was assessed. The site in most need of restoration via BDA’s would be
Willow Avenue. Unfortunately due to the steep banks and lack of woody vegetation, it is
unlikely that BDA’s would be successful in this site. For this reason, we have chosen North
Bishop Road as our candidate site for Future installation of BDA’s. This is due to its upstream
portion being partially wooded with ridges of land on either bank preventing possible flooding
into agricultural areas making landowner permission more likely. Additionally, there are many
woody materials available for the construction of BDA’s and for future use by Beavers. This area
is in need BDA’s due to its embedded sediment, poor water quality, and incised banks. There
was also a lack of overall biodiversity at this site throughout the various surveys completed. The
entire Lawrence Brook system is one of the largest tributaries on the Jijuktu’kwejk and it also
contains the most erosion and pollution. The installation of BDA’s into this system would benefit
the entire Jijuktu’kwejk River and provide insight as to future installation projects. Our hope is if
analog structures are successful at North Bishop Road then they could be implemented
throughout this tributary.

Water quality
The only method of water testing available was with the Hannah Probe. Because of this, water
measurements were restricted to temperature, Ph, Ppm (total dissolved solids), and conductivity
(Us). These parameters were tested over tributaries and different stretches of the main stem.
These sites were as follows.
1. Berwick Firehall : N45° 07.966’, W64° 50.376’
2. Willow Avenue : N45° 03.188' W64° 43.480'
3. Country Home Road : N45° 03.533' W64° 40.099'
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4. Cambridge Road : N45° 03.889' W64° 38.127'
5. Lovett Road : N45° 04.698' W64° 34.829'
6. Kentville Walking Bridge : N45° 05.4127, W64° 73.8795
There were other areas of river tested over this summer, particularly tributaries when in search of
Beaver sites however, these were not tested at regular intervals, thus they will not be included in
this graphing section. These sites were chosen to give an accurate representation of the entire
river. Site 1 is at the very beginning of the river in Berwick. The following sites 2-6 are around
every five kilometers downstream. The last sight ends with the beginning of the tide at the
Kentville walking bridge. The figures below represent the water measurements starting from the
top of the river moving to the bottom. Total dissolved solids were not graphed because this
measurement was described by “Us” in a similar manner. These sites were tested three times this
summer from early June to the end of July.

(Water conductivity across entire freshwater reach of the Jijuktukwejk River from June 6 - July
26)
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(Water Ph across entire freshwater reach of the Jijuktukwejk River from June 6 - July 26)

(Water temperature in celsius across entire freshwater reach of the Jijuktukwejk River from June
6 - July 26)
All three figures display slightly different trends in water quality. On average the
Berwick Firehall and Willow Avenue had the worst water quality. This is an irregular trend for a
river as typically the worst water quality would be at the end of its flow. The reason this is the
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case for the Jijuktu’kwejk is its headwaters are heavily used for crop irrigation and receive a
large amount of farm runoff. Lovett Road and Kentville had the best water quality out of the six
sites tested. This is likely due to the major tributaries that flow into the river as it reaches its tidal
zone. There was a strange instance of the PH being 8.4 in Cambridge on one of the testing days.
This was after a large rain event but is still not reflective of the other sites PH reading that day.
Overall the PH was very high in the majority of the sites tested with an average of about ~7.5.
Surprisingly, the coldest site on the river was Lovett Road which was not expected due to the
site's lack of shade and slow moving water. This could be due to the meeting of the spring creek
Spittal Brook a few kilometers upstream where the river is heavily shaded. The conductivity on
the river was highest in Berwick and Willow Ave decreasing as the river flowed towards
Kentville.

Coldwater refugia
The Jijuktu'kwejk is home to two species of trout, the native Brook trout (Salvelinus fontinalis)
and the European Brown trout (Salmo Trutta). Both species are prized sport fish among anglers
and common throughout the watershed. Brown trout were first introduced between 1895 and
1910 in coffee cans from Germany, and although they are considered invasive they have
established themselves in the watershed bringing in anglers from across the province. Both trout
species are very sensitive to pollution and high water temperatures. Brook trout begin
experiencing stress at 18.5° and any temperature over 21° is considered lethal, while Brown trout
can tolerate slightly warmer temperatures of up to 22° (Petty et al, 2012). As water temperatures
increase the amount of dissolved oxygen in the water decreases. Prolonged exposure to these
temperatures can be fatal for both trout species.
During the late summer, water temperatures can reach a deadly 26° in some regions of the
Jijuktu'kwejk with most areas hovering around 21°. At this temperature, the dissolved oxygen
content of the water is very low and this forces native fish species to seek out coldwater refuge
where dissolved oxygen content will be at a much higher level. Large numbers of fish will gather
in these areas until water temperatures in the main stem go back to a suitable level. During the
summer months, trout in the Jijuktu'kwejk are experiencing high levels of stress and many vacate
the main stem of the river altogether by moving into small creeks and streams. In most cases,
coldwater refuge is found at the mouth of streams running into the main stem. Unfortunately in
the case of the Jijuktu'kwejk many of the tributaries and streams have been rerouted or erased
due to agricultural activity and development. This means the amount of coldwater refuge is
greatly decreased and it's likely that fish are holding near springs in the river or in very deep
pools. These areas unfortunately are much harder to identify and monitor for our team. For this
reason, they have identified three coldwater refuge areas at the mouths of tributaries and two at
the bottom of pools. Large schools of trout have been observed at all five of these locations
during dry spells and heatwaves.

Identifying sites
Tributaries.
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When identifying tributaries that possess coldwater refuge opportunities for native fish species
there were three main criteria they had to meet. Firstly, the mouth of the stream was observed to
see if any fish were holding. In some cases, fish may hold at the mouths of creeks due to higher
oxygen content and foraging opportunities regardless if the temperature is cooler, so the second
criteria was that the water quality of the streams was higher and cooler than the mainstem of the
river. Thirdly, the streams needed to be small enough that fish would maintain holding positions
in the main stem of the river at the outflow. Many streams were large enough that fish would
move into the streams for refuge as opposed to holding at the mouths. Even the small streams
monitored this summer had large quantities of both Brook trout and Brown trout of all sizes
living throughout the stream reach. Why some trout choose to move into these streams where
others remain at the mouths remains unknown. The three tributaries monitored this summer that
fit all criteria were Sharpes Brook (N45° 03.990' W64° 37.727'), Spittal Brook (N45° 03.955'
W64° 35.935'), and County Home Brook (N45° 03.501' W64° 40.774'). Temperature was
monitored at these locations both upstream of the refugia area by 10 meters and at the holding
location of the refugia area.

(Country Home Road cold water refugia site. ~ 50 Brook and Brown Trout hold in single file in
accordance to size)
Pools

Large reaches of the river are void of tributaries and cold water inflow with the exception of
possible cold water springs and upwelling. Some areas of the river span over 4 kilometers
without any coldwater stream inflows. Many of these reaches in the upper stretch of the river
between Waterville and Berwick become dead zones during late July and August due to high
water temperature, low water, and algae blooms. Areas in the lower portion of the river between
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Waterville and Kentville have a handful of deep pools which amalgamate many trout in the
surrounding area during hot and low water conditions. The bottoms of these pools provide
slightly cooler water temperatures and protection from predators. Cold water refugia from deep
pools was assessed by temperature readings, depth, presence of cover, and visual observation.
The two pools used in this project were South Bishop pool (N45° 03.952' W64° 35.810'), and
Lovett bridge pool (N45° 04.688' W64° 34.845').

(Brook and Brown trout holding in a deep pool on Mill Brook in a similar fashion to the pool
sites)

Materials and methods
Coldwater refugia was monitored by the use of HOBO Onset temperature loggers. These
loggers were set to take temperature readings every hour. Due to the use of the loggers in other
projects, monitoring commenced at Sharpes Brook and Black Rock tributary sites between July
22 and September 2, while at Spittal Brook, Lovett Road, and South Bishop Temperature
monitoring took place between August 17 and September 2.. Each refugia site had two loggers
deployed, one in the holding position of the trout and another 10 meters upstream in the
mainstem of the river. Two loggers were used to gain some comparable data as to how much
cooler the refugia’s really were to ensure the holding was not purely coincidental. Loggers were
attached to zip ties on the inside of cinderblocks. These blocks were placed with holes facing
towards the flow of the water to allow for water to pass through the probes freely. Much of the
Jijuktukwejk River has heavily embedded substrate resulting in reaches with deep sandy
bottoms. This added some difficulty to the temperature monitoring process because over time
some cinder blocks would sink into the sediment covering the loggers and giving false readings.
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To combat this cinder blocks and loggers were cleaned in areas with sandy sediment as they
began to sink

Results
Black Rock ( July 22 - September 2)
The Black Rock Road tributary site had two temperature loggers installed for 42 days between
July 22 and September 2. This site is based around a small spring creek that trickles into the
main stem of the river. In 2020 trout were observed holding at the mouth of this tributary during
hot and low water conditions. This summer the site was revisited and between 30-40 trout were
observed holding in the same formation. When testing to see if this brook was cooler than the
river it was found that it was 16.6 degrees while the main stem was 19.3 degrees. The Onset
temperature logger was placed in the location of the holding trout, however many of these trout
were holding 12 inches off of the substrate while our cinder block was 5 inches from the
substrate. The upstream logger was placed in the middle of the river 10 meters upstream. This
location has no trees or shrubs to provide shade and very little cover for fish species. The trout
holding in this location are very vulnerable due to the shallow water and lack of instream cover.
The upstream logger had an average temperature of 20.07 and reached peak temperatures of up
to 25.76 degrees over the 42 days of its installation. These are lethal water temperatures for both
Brook and Brown trout, while temperatures of 25 degrees or greater could prove fatal due to lack
of oxygen in the water. The consistent warm water temperatures in this site suggest that trout are
in desperate need of coldwater refugia. The downstream logger had an average temperature of
18.64 degrees. The peak temperatures in this area were around 24 degrees which was surprising
as we thought the stream would never reach these temperatures. We believe that as the water
levels dropped the flow of the stream into the main stem of the river changed its course slightly
away from our temperature logger or that the change and water level had the cold water flowing
higher in the water column above our temperature logger.
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(Average Temp: 20.07)

(Average Temp: 18.64)

Lovett ( August 17 - September 2)
Lovett Road pool is a large pool under Highway101. This area is heavily degraded by cow
pastures and has little cover available. Most of the banks are eroding in these areas which
muddies the water. There are however a number of deep pools in this area that hold large
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numbers of trout. When standing over a bridge at this pool you can see many fish holding and
feeding throughout this reach. The downstream logger was placed in the center of this large pool
at its deepest point of around 8 feet. The upstream logger was placed right before the pool in the
middle of the river.
Both the downstream and upstream loggers had very similar data. The downstream logger had an
average temperature of 18.17 degrees while the upstream logger had an average of 18.2 degrees.
We predicted that the bottoms of these large pools would hold cooler water that the trout would
use as cold water refugia. After seeing that the pools are only slightly cooler, we now believe
that they are being used as a source of cover from predators and may contain slightly higher
oxygen levels in the riffles near the head of the pool. It is also possible that the cold water does
not mix thoroughly and is present in the upper reaches of the water column. Although the
downstream logger was slightly cooler we believe that this pool is unable to cool water levels
enough to be considered coldwater refugia.

(Average Temp: 18.20)
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(Average Temp: 18.17)
South Bishop ( July 22 - September 2 )
South Bishop refers to a large pool downstream from South Bishop Road. The pool holds trout
year-round and many can be seen during clear water conditions. This pool is also downstream
from the Spittal brook cold water refugia site. This area holds optimal trout waters, with large
trees covering the banks and few alterations from humans or agriculture. We suspected that trout
used the deep water as a source of refuge during high water conditions
In this site, it was found that the upstream logger was actually colder than the downstream
logger. The upstream logger had an average temperature of 18.74 degrees while the downstream
logger had an average water temperature of 18.77 degrees. This may have been due to the back
eddies on the sides of the pools and the recirculation of the water back into the pool. The
downstream logger was at the bottom of the deepest point in the pool at around 7 feet while the
upstream logger was at the head of the pool in shallow water. It was concluded that this pool
likely is not used for coldwater refugia but instead used due to its suitable habitat.
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(Average Temp: 18.74)

(Average Temp: 18.77)
Spittal Brook (August 17 - September 2)
The Spittal Brook monitoring site is based on the mouth of a small spring creek. This creek held
the coldest water temperatures found this summer of 14.4 degrees while the mainstem was 18.3
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degrees. This creek is used by the Coldbrook Biodiversity Facility for rearing Atlantic Salmon
due to its cold and pristine water quality. This area of the river has wooded banks with large
shrubs and trees providing shade. There is also an abundance of cover available for native fish
species such as large log jams and undercut banks.
When retrieving the downstream cinderblock/logger it was found overturned 2 meters from the
original position it was placed. The logger was further downstream but out of the current from
Spittal Brook. We believe that floating debris such as a log pushed this logger downstream with
aid from the strong current on August 20. The location it was retrieved from was not used as a
refugia area for trout and thus had only slightly cooler water conditions than the upstream logger.
Although the average temperature reading of the downstream logger was 18.26 degrees celsius,
the average reading before its displacement was 15.64 degrees celsius. The upstream temperature
logger had an average temperature of 19.07 degrees celsius and reached temperatures up to 23
degrees celsius.

(Average Temp: 19.07)
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(Average Temp: 18.26)

Sharpe Brook (June 22 - September 2)
This summer Sharpe Brook was visited frequently as it was used as a candidate for multiple
projects. This cool stream is home to many Beavers and birds and provides excellent breeding
habitat for native fish species. The stream is not directly affected by agricultural practices and is
heavily wooded and shaded. This stream runs into the main stem of the river right behind a large
log jam. Here the water is shallow and swift with a small pool at the stream's entry to the river.
Here the water is typically cloudy as the clear stream water mixes with the river water and trout
were observed holding in this area. Sharpe Brook is one of the largest tributaries on the
Jijuktu’kwejk.
The upstream logger had an average temperature of 19.83 degrees and reached temperatures of
up to 25 degrees. This area of the river is partly wooded with sections of cleared eroding banks
from agricultural use in the past. This area of the river holds trout year round even during high
temperatures due to the abundant riffles and woody debris. The downstream logger had an
average temperature of 17.3 degrees, much lower than the upstream portion of the river. Sharpe
Brook empties a large amount of water into the river which instantly changes the water volume
downstream. This stream is a vital part of the Jijuktu’kwejk and helps cool the water temperature
of the river significantly.
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(Average Temp: 19.83)

(Average Temp: 17.3)
Overall it was found that pools on the Jijuktu’kwejk do not hold water much colder than any
other region of the river. They do however provide a safe habitat for many native species and
deep holding areas less affected by the sun's warmth. It was found that the main stem of the
Jijuktu’kwejk river reached its peak water temperatures between 4pm-7pm. The coldest water
temperatures on the river were observed between 4am-7am. During the duration of these
temperature loggers installation, there are certain trends that are displayed in all “Upstream”
loggers that coincide with rain events, such as the temperature drop on the 28th of August.
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Tributaries play a key role in cooling the main stem of the river. The South Bishop site was
around 300 meters downstream from the Spittal Brook tributary and both upstream monitors
were in similar shaded locations on the main stem of the river during the same time period. Here
it can be shown that even a small creek like Spittal Brook is capable of cooling the water from an
average of 19.07 degrees to an average of 18.76 degrees. This may be a minute difference in
water temperature however during hot water conditions and heat waves these small brooks can
be the saving grace for many fish species.
The most successful refugia areas were Sharpes Brook, Black Rock, and Spittal Brook. Spittal
brook was predicted to have the coldest water out of all streams and had the logger stayed in the
position it would likely be the coldest refugia area. Black Rock and Sharpes Brook were also
significantly cooler than the main stem of the river. Black Rock refugia site is one of the most
vulnerable locations for trout. The surrounding area is typically over 20 degrees in the summer
and has no shade. There is also immense amounts of erosion on the banks which give the bottom
a deep silted substrate. This cold water refugia area is in the most need of protection/restoration.
In early September we revisited this site with Will from Adopt A Stream. He suggested we look
into planting shrubs over this area as it would provide shade and safety from predators and aid in
repairing the eroding banks in the region. Both Spittal Brook and Sharpes Brook are in wooded
areas with little erosion and heavy shade. Though both of these sites should be monitored they
are not in need of further restoration. We suggest that future summer interns continue the study
of tributaries running into the main stem of the Jijuktu’kwejk river, and avoid studying any
pools.

Adopt a Stream Workshop
On July 8th Adopt a Stream held a habitat restoration workshop on the upper Lahave river. This
was the field component to the watercourse alteration permit however, it was open to any Nova
Scotia conservation groups. The Jijuktukwejk Watershed Alliance attended this event to get an
idea of the future work that needed to be done on the river.
The workshop consisted of the installation of three digger logs the process of which was taught
with excellence. This gave us useful insight for future restoration projects and the potential to
have summer students in the future gain their watercourse alteration certification. This
certification will be needed if future summer students intend on installing beaver dam analog
structures.

MCG ( Mi'kmaq Conservation Group ) Collaboration
On July 27th summer students completed water testing at 8 sites in the Jijuktu'kwejk watershed
as part of an ongoing environmental assessment being done prior to the installation of a highway
interchange and industrial park. This was carried out in collaboration with a summer intern
working with the MCG (Mi'kmaq Conservation Group), the organization carrying out the
environmental assessment. Several of the sites that will be affected by this development were
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determined to be already in poor condition or heavily degraded and likely don't hold any
spawning habitat for fish species.

Community Engagement
Summer interns undertook a social media and public engagement project this year in an effort to
bring more awareness to the river and the organization. Although a Facebook page already
existed, interns focused on being more active on that platform. They also created an Instagram
and quickly gained a solid following of about 300 people. On these two social media platforms
you can find information about what summer interns did this summer and you will find pictures
and videos of wildlife within the watershed. Interns also held contests via Instagram where
followers were able to win prizes such as gift cards. One of our main goals this summer was to
shed light on the biodiversity in the Jijuktu’kwejk watershed by posting unique and threatened
species over social media. This was done to show the public species in their local area they may
not have known about. This was a huge success as many people reached and were curious about
such species.
Summer interns also reached out to community members who have spent time on the river in the
past. We talked to one such community member named Perry Munroe who used to work on the
river in the 70s-80s. Here we gained valuable information about the watershed and its history of
pollution. We also talked to fishermen who recounted their favorite fishing stories from the river
which we plan to post throughout the winter on social media.
The Jijuktukjewk watershed alliance has found the iNaturalist app to be very helpful in gathering
a general idea of what organisms live within the Jijuktukjewk watershed. App users can join the
‘Jijuktukjewk watershed alliance’ project, and upload an observation they've made with a photo.
This creates a pool of observations within the Jijuktukjewk watershed and is a great way to
engage with the public.

E.coli
E.coli (Escherichi coli) is a bacteria that usually lives in the digestive tract of humans and
animals. In most cases, it is harmless and actually aids in digestion. There are many dangerous
strains of E.coli however, and if humans come in contact with these strains via ingestion of
contaminated food or water they can become very ill. Because of the heavy agricultural use of
land in the Jijuktukjewk watershed, there are large amounts of E.coli being flushed into the river.
There are many sources, such as livestock that have access to the river, and runoff from fields
that are treated with fertilizer. The various sewage treatment plants along the river can also
contribute to the amount of E.coli in the event of a flood at one of the holding ponds. This
summer, interns conducted two sets of E.coli sampling. One for a baseline and another during
highwater. As a reference, swimming water is recommended to be at a maximum of 80-88
MPN\100ml, drinking water should contain 0 MPN\100ml, and crop irrigation should contain a
maximum of 100 MPN\100ml according to the MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURE, FOOD AND
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RURAL AFFAIRS http://www.omafra.gov.on.ca/english/crops/hort/news/orchnews/2018/on0818a1.htm

The sites sampled began in the town of Kentville and followed the river up to the town of
Berwick. The six sampled sites are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Berwick Firehall : N45° 07.966’, W64° 50.376’
Willow Avenue : N45° 03.188' W64° 43.480'
Waterville : N45° 03.533' W64° 40.099'
Cambridge Road : N45° 03.889' W64° 38.127'
Lovett Road : N45° 04.698' W64° 34.829'
Kentville Walking Bridge : N45° 05.4127, W64° 73.8795

E. coli baseline samples - August 2nd
Site

Kentville

Lovett
Rd.

Cambridge
Rd.

MPN/100ml
E.coli

137\100ml 96\100ml 158\100ml

Waterville

Willow
Ave.

206\100ml 222\100ml

Berwick
Firehall
225\100ml

E.coli High Water Samples - September 3rd
Site

Kentville

Lovett Rd.

Cambridge Waterville
Rd.

Willow Ave.

Berwick
Firehall

MPN/100
ml E.coli

4,700\100
ml

5,300\100
ml

6,200\100
ml

>20,000\100
ml

>20,000\100
ml

7,400\100
ml

Our baseline E.coli samples were taken to provide an idea of what the E.coli levels are at during
normal water conditions in the river. The highest numbers are further up on the river towards
Berwick. This is likely because of heavy agricultural activity through the upper reaches of the
Jijuktuk’wejk River. From Cambridge to Lovett Road there are two tributaries that add good
quality water. This also happens to be the most densely treed area with well-developed banks and
low agricultural activity. All of this seems to result in better water quality and lower E.coli
levels. Once the river reaches Kentville, it passes through cow and horse pastures which results
in higher levels down stream.
The high water sample provided an idea of how high E.coli levels can get after significant
rainfall. Because 26.5 % of the Jijuktukwejk watershed is used for agriculture there is a
significant amount of E.coli that is flushed into the river after a heavy rainfall. Results were high
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as expected. Our sites in Berwick and on Willow avenue surpassed testing limits at above 20 000
MPN . Throughout the system levels were shockingly high. This is not unusual after heavy rain
events. Levels this high can render it unsafe to eat fish from the river, and can lead to
contamination issues with food crops. In some cases people can contract illnesses from coming
into contact with highly contaminated water. Swimming water is recommended to be at a
maximum of 80-88 MPN\100ml, drinking water should contain 0 MPN\100ml, and crop
irrigation should contain no more than 100 MPN\100ml. The Jijuktu'kwejk watershed is heavily
irrigated for watering crops and all sites but Lovett Road had surpassed this recommendation at
the baseline sample, with all sites far exceeding this recommendation of 100 MPN\100ml.

Canoe trip on the Jijuktu'kwejk river from Berwick to Kentville
Summer students began their paddle on July 6th putting in at the Berwick firehall. Although
there was significant rainfall a couple days prior to the trip, it was still extremely shallow and it's
not advisable to put in from the Berwick fire hall unless you're an experienced paddler or you are
okay with scraping and bumping. The river in this area is generally very shallow during the
summer months, and requires frequent stops to get in and out of your boat. There is also a risk of
damage to your boat. Water levels in the early to mid spring are far more desirable for paddling,
although some areas would be hard to pass due to overhanging speckled alders.
High temperatures and typically low water levels during summer results in a substantial amount
of algae that grows in the river. Large patches of different species of algae both underwater and
on the surface were observed during this canoe trip. This can sometimes make for difficult
paddling as the algae does not allow a canoe or kayak to pass as freely, and it will get tangled
around your paddles.
The summer interns were able to identify a more manageable stretch of river for paddling that
seems to be suitable year round. Putting in from Lovett Road and paddling down to Miners
Marsh in Kentville provides a calm paddle. With wide banks and relatively deep water it’s
suitable for younger and inexperienced paddlers as well. For the more experienced paddlers,
starting from the Bridge on Cambridge Road that crosses the Jijuktukjewk river paddling
downstream to the bridge on South Bishop rd. or the bridge on Lovett Road, will provide a
beautiful densely wooded section of river to paddle. This stretch is however much shallower than
going from Lovett Rd. to Miners Marsh.
Observations
Paddling proved to be a very effective way of observing life in and around the river. Our interns
were able to identify many species of mammals, birds, fish, amphibians, and plants. Our Interns
were able to identify a colony of approximately 15 bank swallows, an endangered species of
interest. Other species observed were, wood ducks, Canada geese, mallards, cedar wax wings,
snapping turtles, painted turtles, beavers, muskrats, river otters, brook and brown trout, white
sucker, stickleback, Black nose dace, Chain pickerel, and white tail deer.
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Cold water refugia identification
One of the objectives during the paddle was for Interns to identify areas of cold water refuge for
fish species. Typically these areas are found at the mouth of tributaries where they meet the main
stem. Water in tributaries is generally colder than the main stem. When water warms, the
Dissolved oxygen content is lowered and fish are forced to seek out colder water that contains
higher levels of oxygen. Paddling provided a very easy means to find where tributaries meet the
main stem.
Bank swallow nest searching
Another objective of the canoe trip was to determine whether or not bank swallows were nesting
in the banks of the river. Paddling provided a full view of both banks ensuring that our interns
were able to observe the entire river bank from Berwick to Kentville. Unfortunately no nesting
sites were identified in the actual banks of the river, and it has been eliminated as viable nesting
habitat due to the amount of erosion and unpredictable water levels that occur on the
Jijuktu'kwejk river.
Degraded areas in need of restoration
One of the biggest problems the river faces is erosion. Much of the banks consist of old hay
fields and areas with little to no deep rooted vegetation. There is heavy agricultural use of the
land around the river as well. In some areas cow pastures are not fenced from the river and farm
animals contribute to the erosion of the banks as well as excrete waste into the river. It would be
highly beneficial to the watershed if all pastures were fenced from the river, and trees planted
where possible. This not only provides vital root structure for the banks, but it would eliminate
the instances of farm animals eroding the river bank, and would allow for the river to regenerate
its banks. These same farm animals would also not be able to defecate into the river water if
fenced off, the feces of farm animals likely contribute greatly to the levels of E.coli in the river.
Trees and shrubs provide much needed shade, this in turn would cool the river and provide
refuge for aquatic species and reduce evaporation. Other areas identified were properties that are
cut or mowed right to the river bank. It was clear to see in some cases the obvious difference in
bank structure when looking at land cleared to the banks vs. an area with trees growing and not
cut. Areas that are cut or where trees are removed to the banks tend to erode very quickly and the
stream channel widens. In most cases the area will become filled with silt and mud from the
eroding bank. Banks can become incised and the river is unable to reach its floodplain during
rain events, meaning silt is not able to be deposited anywhere during these highwater events and
is contained within the river. Heavy silt can lead to problems with spawning habitat and in some
cases if heavy enough can affect fish gill function.
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(The above photo is of a stretch of the Jijuktukwejk river where one side is wooded (North), and
the other is cleared (South), with no deep rooted vegetation, void of any trees for ~ 50 feet.
Immediately it is obvious that the right bank is very eroded, the riverbank is incised and does not
have easy access to the floodplain)
Eroded side
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Wooded side
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Invasive species
Chain pickerel (Essox Niger) are an invasive fish species in the watershed. They were originally
introduced to Nova Scotia in the Yarmouth area in the 1950s. The source and time of their
introduction into the Jijuktukwejk is unknown but it's likely that they came from a pond on
private land during the spring floods. Chain pickerel can have a devastating effect on native
species and ecosystems around them. They eat almost everything that lives in the Jijuktu'kwejk
river. Chain pickerel are known to eat ducklings, small land mammals like squirrels and mice,
baby turtles, snakes, frogs and every freshwater fish species. They aggressively disrupt the
biodiversity of the area they are in because of the amount they eat, and the variety of things they
eat. Biodiversity is reduced with the introduction of Chain Pickerel and once established, there is
no feasible way to recover from the invasion of Chain pickerel in a watershed. Eradication with
the use of Rotenone, a naturally derived poison is used in some cases, but it requires large
amounts of funding and can be problematic in river systems where the species has spread
throughout. In the last 2.5 years Chain pickerel have spread throughout the Jijuktu'kwejk river
and into some of the tributaries.
Reed Canary grass (Phalaris arundinacea) is the most dominant invasive plant species found
along the banks of the Jijuktukjek river and many of its tributaries. In a lot of cases especially
Cambridge Road up to Berwick Reed Canary grass is the dominant plant species all together.
Some varieties of reed canary grass are native to North America but the variety that is invasive
within the Jijuktukjewk watershed is believed to be some sort of Eurasian cultivar. Several
Eurasian cultivars have been introduced to North America since the early 1800s as forage for
livestock. Reed canary grass spreads extremely quickly, and is one of the first plants to emerge in
the spring. Native wetland species are displaced with the introduction of Reed Canary Grass. It
can lead to increased flooding risk by clogging wetlands and waterways with plant biomass. This
can lead to a build-up of sediment and can change the hydrology of the wetland. Plane
biodiversity is reduced because Reed Canary Grass out competes native grasses within 5- 6
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months. This can lead to changes in wildlife populations, which may rely on a variety of native
wetland plant species throughout the year for food and shelter.

Atlantic Salmon
Historically Atlantic salmon (salmo salar), specifically the Inner Bay of Fundy (IBoF) Atlantic
salmon, would travel from the Bay of Fundy up the Jijuktukjewk river and into its tributaries to
spawn. Atlantic salmon on the Jijuktukjewk river ran during the fall. IBoF salmon populations
have been in decline for decades and were listed as Endangered under SARA in June 2003.
Habitat loss and pollution pose the biggest threat to salmon populations. In the Jijuktukjewk
watershed, 26.5% of the watershed's land mass is used for agriculture. Almost all of this land is
treated with toxic chemicals - pesticides, herbicides, fungicides, all of which end up in the river
in some quantity. Habitat loss is just as much of a problem in the Jijuktukjewk watershed, as a
result of the heavy agricultural activity and other urban developments a large percentage of the
tributaries of the Jijuktukjewk river have been essentially eliminated. Some have been redirected
and straight ditched to the point that they do not flow into the river unless there is a large rain
event, others are culverted under towns and are no longer accessible or usable by fish. Many are
simply so eroded and degraded that they simply cannot support fish species. Since salmon spawn
in tributaries, this means that the majority of spawning habitat for the IBoF salmon in the
Jijuktukjewk watershed is no longer suitable spawning habitat.
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(Atlantic Salmon parr caught in Mill brook in June of 2021)
Prior to 2021 the last inner bay of fundy salmon sighting was on Elderkin brook in 2010.
Occasionally escaped hatchery fish enter the river. An adult hatchery fish was caught on Lovett
Road in Coldbrook in July 2020. Three Atlantic Salmon parr were discovered and identified on
Mill Brook this summer (N45° 03.804' W64° 30.094'). Two of the individuals were 7 inches in
length while another was just past the fry stage with a length of ~2-3 inches. Due to the variation
in sizes it is evident that this was not the result of a single spawning event. There was also an
additional parr found in Sharpe Brook during mid July this summer (N45° 03.351' W64°
38.037').
After the first salmon parr was discovered we sent photographs of the fish to confirm
identification. This was confirmed to be a Salmon by the CBF (Coldbrook Biodiversity Facility
or Coldbrook fish hatchery), the NSSA (Nova Scotia Salmon Association), and the ASF(Atlantic
Salmon Federation). Mill brook has had a history of Inner Bay of Fundy Salmon stocking by the
Coldbrook biodiversity facility. Upon further investigation and studying of a scale sample it was
determined that one of the two larger salmon parr was between 2.5-3 years old. Meaning, if it
had been stocked it would have had to occur no earlier than fall of 2018. After some research it
was found that the Jijuktukjewk watershed had not been stocked with Salmon since the spring of
2017 leading us to believe these Salmon parr were not stocked, but had been born through the
natural spawning process. The question remains as to whether or not these fish are the product of
wild Inner Bay of Fundy Salmon or the offspring of escaped hatchery fish.
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(Scale sample taken from Salmon Parr in Mill brook on August 18th. Rings on scale can be read
similarly to tree rings, with dark banded clusters showing winters.)
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(Salmon Parr from Mill brook of which the scale sample was acquired.)
Salmon parr were acquired this summer through fly fishing efforts. All Parr were caught in pools
with barbless single hooked flies and were never targeted specifically. All parr caught this
summer were the bycatch of trout fishing efforts while assessing fish biodiversity in beaver sites.
On several occasions summer interns performed snorkelling surveys to determine whether pools
in Mill Brook contained Atlantic salmon. Pictures and videos were taken for later examination to
determine the species of fish. Brown trout are a dominant species in Mill brook and are very
similar in appearance to Atlantic salmon in their juvenile stages so identifying the fish in stream
is sometimes difficult. Interns used physical and behavioral traits to identify whether or not the
fish in question was a salmon or not. One of the biggest differences between the two species is
that Salmon have a forked pointed tail, a jaw that does not extend past the eye, and red dots in a
row that do not extend much further past the lateral line.
In mid July an additional Atlantic Salmon was caught in the Sharpe’s brook system in
Cambridge. This individual was 6.5 inches in length and identified by the CBF. After some
investigation it was found this brook had no stocking history of Atlantic Salmon. This leads us to
believe this individual was the result of either natural spawning of Inner Bay of Fundy
Gaspereau river salmon, or escaped hatchery fish that have made their way into the system. The
presence of Salmon in a stream with no stocking history is worth investigation. If there are wild
fish spawning here it should be heavily monitored and protected as these are endangered
species.
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(Atlantic Salmon caught in Sharpe’s Brook in July of 2021. Species was confirmed by DFO in
Coldbrook.)
To gain more insight on the stocking history of the Jijuktu’kwejk River, our interns visited the
CBF (Coldbrook Biodiversity Facility) this summer. Here we met with some of the folks
working in the Salmon hatchery. They told us about the details surrounding their stocking
methods and genetics. We found that all rivers in Kings County that are stocked with Atlantic
Salmon and using the Gaspereau genetic strain of fish. We also found that the Salmon of the
Jijuktu’kwejk had a fall run, meaning all adults would come up river to spawn between
September and November. This was helpful information as it gave us a window of when to be
looking in these streams for adult fish. Due to the small size of most of these streams and the
behaviour of adult Atlantic Salmon it would be very easy to find these fish in the system when/if
they arrive. Atlantic Salmon display different behavioural traits to trout species. Although very
large brown trout occupy these small streams they are very difficult to see as they tuck
themselves under woody debris and in rock crevasses. Atlantic Salmon on the other hand do not
hide in small openings but instead hold in pools and runs and evade predators but moving up or
down stream. The streams where these fish were found this summer were crystal clear making
the presence of such a large species very evident. In the Fall of 2021 our interns will be walking
the spawning reaches of these streams to find evidence of these large adults by placing
submersible camera traps.
The previously mentioned Perry Munro told our summer interns some compelling stories of
salmon fishing on the Jijuktukjewk river in the 70s and 80s. He caught his personal best Atlantic
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salmon on the Jijuktukjewk river, weighing in at a whopping 44 pounds. He described the
salmon going up Mill Brook as being so plentiful you could have walked across the brook on
their backs and also recalls the ‘roll’ of salmon that came in with the incoming tide. We Asked
Perry Munroe about where the Salmon in the river would spawn and he reaffirmed the suspicion
that all Salmon were spawning in the tributaries of the river. This would explain why anglers on
the river have seen very little evidence of these endangered fish in the last decade, as they
disappear into the nearly untouched tributaries upon their arrival in the river. Mill Brook drains
into the river at a tidal zone that is cloudy and rarely fished during the angling season. The
angling season ends on September 30th with some extended angling on the main stem of the
river for brown trout only through October. Because there is no angling permitted on the
tributaries during the Salmon’s spawning season, it is very unlikely that anyone would encounter
these fish during their migration. It remains uncertain whether or not the Jijuktu’kwejk river
historically had Kelt (Salmon that overwinter after spawning and trickle out during the spring).
We strongly suggest future summer students to further investigate these fish as they are an anomaly in the
river and nearing extinction.

Conclusion
This was a very productive summer for fieldwork on the Jijuktu’kwejk. We learned a lot of
valuable information on how temperature affects the river and were able to identify future
restoration sites. Some projects this summer formed organically and were unplanned such as the
identification of Inner Bay of Fundy Salmon in the watershed. This was a welcome surprise as
these species have not been identified in some of these tributaries in the last 20 years. This
summer we were able to properly prove that Beaver dams in the Jijuktu’kwejk do indeed
increase biodiversity and habitat health. We were also able to find potential BDA sites on North
Bishop Road. Our cold water refugia project was successful in identifying trout hot spots during
warm water conditions. The Black Rock Road site was chosen for future restoration as it held the
most fish in the most vulnerable location. We also tested E.coli and water quality this summer
and found that the E.coli counts at high water conditions were staggeringly high, specifically in
Berwick.
Although there are many environmental problems the river is facing there is still hope at
protecting and restoring specific locations that hold biodiversity hot spots such as the cold water
refugia locations and Sharpe Brook. There are many areas of the river that are heavily incised
due to erosion that have restoration opportunities as simple as fencing in livestock. If BDA’s are
successful in the watershed throughout the Lawrence brook system, there may be spawning
habitat exposed under the years of eroded sediment which could open up spawning in this major
tributary. In order to take hold of these opportunities we must convince the public that this is a
river worthy of saving and restoration.
Our summer students had an amazing summer working on the watershed that lent valuable skills
and knowledge for future career paths and personal growth. We want to give a huge thank you to
Arianne Janes for assisting us this summer as much of our work would not be possible without
her support. We also would like to thank Ian Manning for guiding our Interns through our
projects and helping them early in the season on the river. This summer Adopt a Stream provided
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Funding for both our coldwater refugia project and our Beaver dam monitoring project. Thanks
to their support we gained valuable insight on the Jijuktu’kwejk watershed and were able to plan
future BDA sites.

Gaps in Knowledge
•
•

•

Bank Swallow nesting locations.
Wood Turtles have still not been identified properly however, we now know the location
they inhabit and suggest looking in early spring before vegetation covers the forest floor
making search efforts difficult.
The true origins of the Salmon parr has yet to be discovered. Future projects in 202220223 may confirm this.
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Appendix
Bird Surveys
Cambridge Road

Eden Valley
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Sharpe Brook
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Willow Ave
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North Bishop Rd.

Tupper Brook
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Riparian Health Assessment
North Bishop
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Eden Valley
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